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Introduction 
In this research work, we present a routing algorithm for networks based in clusters, which 

performs periodic data collection environment. The environment monitor is divided into a 

uniform grid to locate clusters headers. The algorithm works in two distinct rounds of selection 

and training of headers of clusters, and other supply information to the base station using some 

function aggregation.  The measurement of environmental variables is essential for monitoring 

and control environments and activities of diverse nature. In industrial applications is done, 

medical, agricultural, environmental preservation or creation of intelligent environments, 

among others. In many of the above applications, the sensing of the variables of interest must 

be made in remote or hostile environments that make it difficult wiring and routine care of the 

measuring devices. For these reasons, they have begun to use computer networks to obtain the 

necessary data.  

The RISI are a particular type of Ad-Hoc networks consist of nodes in addition to collecting 

data from the environment, are able to process and work with your neighbors to transmit to the 

/ base stations. These networks are self-organizing to adapt to changing topologies, and work 

under tight restrictions of energy, trying to maximize their lifetime [1] [2]. A RISI performs 

two key activities to bring relevant information to the base node for the application. The first 

deals with the sensing and information processing, and the second of the spread of the same 

network. Both tasks consume energy, which has already mentioned is a resource that must be 

carefully preserved. It has been established that transmission consumes most of the available 

energy, so try to minimize the task of disseminating information by all possible local processing 

[3]. In this sense, techniques have been developed that allow data aggregation that information 

processing is performed in a distributed way network nodes. This Chapter presents a brief 

introduction about the Computer networks and the objectives of the research work. In this 

research work a new coverage prediction model proposed in networks Computer based 

radiosity technique, commonly used for realistic representation of images, but that has never 

been used to model radio frequency propagation in Computer networks. This propagation 

model allows better predict the physical behavior of the spread, keeping the computational cost 

within acceptable limits. This new model considers the objects that intercept radio signals 

behave as new sources of the reflected signal. Radiosity technique used for progressive 

refinement for simulating multipath reflections generated by the signal from the transmitter to 

the receiver,collides with obstacles. The simulation process stops when propagated by 

reflections, signal reaches a level that is considered negligible. Variant called Radiosity by 

progressive refinement to reduce the computational cost of the calculations used. Finally, a 

brief outline of the thesis report has been given.  Future Computer systems are characterized 

by large user-capacity, high speed, and high reliability. The main application of this model is 

the prediction of network coverage Computer, enabling the design of Computer networks based 

on the model physical environment in which is to be implemented, even without that there been 

built that environment.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this thesis, we use system level simulations to gain insight into and quantify the influence of 

channel state information feedback delay in a multi-cell OFDMA system, and focus is put in 

uplink. We analyzed the interplay between scheduling, power control in a multi-cell 

environment when the channel state information is subject to feedback delay.  

Computer networks are becoming popular as they allow users, the ability to remain connected 

while on the move. These Computer networks can either be infrastructure-based or Ad Hoc 

networks (Tracy Camp et al 2012). Infrastructure-based networks involve Computer devices 

communicating (Rappaport 2013) with an Access Point (AP), which then connects to the 
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Internet via a wired network. On the other hand, Ad Hoc networks are a collection of devices 

outfitted with Computer transceivers that enable communication between the nodes, 

independent of any pre-existing infrastructure. This independence is a major benefit as it 

enables communication in situations when there is no time to set up the necessary 

infrastructure, e.g., military and rescue operations, or in situations where the need of a 

communication network is temporary, e.g., conferences. 

 A network is an infrastructure comprising of sensing, computing and communication elements 

that gives an administrator the ability to instrument, observe and react to events in a specified 

environment. The tiny  nodes work collaboratively to sense a given environment, perform in-

network computation and communicate with a base station when a targeted event occurs. 

Computer       networks are expected to revolutionize how information is collected and 

processed from the environment where the networks are embedded. They are characterized by 

their ability to monitor any remote physical environment, their small sizes and the low cost.  

Definition of Secure Communication doesn’t restrict to a few parameters but it is essentially 

distributed to a diverse set of Secure Communication characteristics. The characteristics of 

wireless systems are markedly different from those of wired systems; additional difference 

emerges when the wireless hosts are mobile. Wireless systems are prone to fading, inter symbol 

interference, radio noise, and interference and offer lower bandwidth with higher error rates 

than the fixed systems. Even in a well designed wireless system, the system performance is 

still subject to unpredictable perturbations. It will affect on the performance of real time 

services such as voice and video. Mobility makes the connectivity problems even more acute 

and also requires location management and availability of access. Thus some degree of 

adaptation between applications and network is the key to the successful design of integrated 

mobile wireless information systems. With the growing popularity of wireless services, a 

general Secure Communication support for such services will play very important role for the 

success and enhancement of this emerging technology. 

A Computer network is a dynamic multi-hop wireless network that is established by a group 

of mobile nodes on a shared wireless channel. The nodes are Free to move randomly; the 

network topology changes rapidly and unpredictably. The Ad-Hoc network may operate 

standalone, or may be connected to the larger Internet. 

The work done in .Secure Communication routing computation addresses two basic Secure 

Communication routing tasks defined in link-constrained routing and link-optimization 

routing. 

Link-Constrained Routing- The basic idea of link-constrained routing is .on-Secure 

Communication-demand .routing. The task of Secure Communication routing algorithms is to 

find a feasible route that meets the predefined Secure Communication requirement. 

Chen-Nahrstedt Algorithm - Chen and Nahrstedt propose a ticket-based probing algorithm. 

A ticket is a permission to search for a path. When a source wants to find a Secure 

Communication path to a certain destination, it issues a number of tickets based on the available 

state information. More tickets are issued for connections with tighter requirements. Probes 

(routing messages)are sent from the source towards the destination to search for a low-cost 

path, which satisfies the Secure Communication requirement. At intermediate nodes, a probe 

that carries more than one ticket can split into multiple ones, each searching a different sub-

path. 

A probe can only continue traveling along the path if the Secure Communication condition 

along the path does not violate the Secure Communication requirement, and it carries at least 

one ticket. When the destination host receives a probe message, a feasible path is found. 

In the procedure of path searching, a probe also accumulates the cost of the path it traverses. 

If there are multiple probes arriving at the destination, the path with the least cost is selected 

as the primary path; the others are kept as secondary paths, and will be used if the primary 

path is broken due to the nodes movement. As a probe can only search a path with a valid 

ticket, the routing overhead is bounded by the tickets issued. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Routing algorithms for wireless ad hoc networks has been the subject of a few researches, to 
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refer to a couple. Routing algorithms fall into broadly two classifications specifically genius 

dynamic and responsive. 

Algorithms, for example, fall under this class. The fundamental burden of such systems is that 

they force overwhelming stockpiling overhead at the wireless nodes. Likewise, as the ad hoc 

network experiences changes in topology, overwhelming recomputations may need to be 

performed. Touchy algorithms, for example, AODV, Dsr, Tora, in contrast, depend on 

reserving and occasional redesign. While the normal execution of these methods may be great, 

they may perform especially bad in the most exceedingly bad case. For an exploratory 

evaluation of some of these protocols. 

Geometric routing algorithms are additionally concentrated on vigorously lately. Here, firstly 

it is accepted that the nodes know their real geometric position. Secondly, a planar overlay 

network is additionally thought to be accessible. The underlying geometry is utilized to course 

from s to t is done as takes after. From node u, to discover the following hop in the path, a 

covetous methodology might be taken. That is, node v that is closer to t than u is chosen as the 

following hop. This can fizzle in specific situations. In such cases, the planar overlay network 

is utilized. Here the following hop node is the node lying that is closer to on the straight line 

connecting s and t. This is likewise called as face routing and one needs a planar overlay 

network to be able to do face routing. 

is more suitable for the environments that need Qos guarantees. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

In this study we have assessed the execution of sensitive (ie. DSR and AODV) and proactive 

(ie. OLSR) routing protocols in 802.11 adhoc network environment. We have recognized the 

proactive protocol (OLSR) offers better exhibitions for CBR sources (eg. voice services) given 

that it guaranties most reduced postponement and jitter. However it consumes a great deal more 

data transfer capacity. Intermittently, OLSR protocol sends routing parcels to uncover and to 

support routes to all destinations. That is the reason the amount of conveyed bundles diminishes 

when the traffic load (number of connections) expansions. 

In this study, we have conducted a Glomosim based simulation study, to examine the versatility 

impacts 011 the execution of six Computer networks' routing protocols: four responsive (ABR. 

AODV, DSR. LAR), and two proactive (FSR. WRP). This study is performed by measuring 

distinctive quantitative metrics at diverse versatility levels. We have utilized a thorough 

definition of versatility, that reflects correctly the topological change. 

We acknowledge from this study that the versatility, which describes Computer networks, has 

negative impacts on routing protocol. It causes more vitality consumption, more idleness, more 

parcel lost, and more congestion (because of the expanding overhead). The effects acquired 

likewise demonstrate that the receptive protocols are more adaptive to Computer networks than 

the proactive protocols. Exhibitions ot the proactive protocols go down at the point when the 

topological change occurs in the network. They create an extraordinary number of routing 

overhead, bringing about an important power consumption, which is unacceptable for mobile 

solidarities suplied by batteries. They additionally cause an important parcels misfortune. On 

the other hand, the proactive protocols have low dormancy, since they require no course 

revelation stage. Anyhow this has 110 significant imperativeness when the versatility 

appealers, since thus proactive protocols cause an important data parcels misfortune, these 

parcel are definitely not considered when computing deferrals. At long last, we point out that 

dissimilar to the past studies, our own show emotional degradation of the proactive protocols 

exhibitions with high versatility. This in light of the fact that versatility qualities utilized as a 

part of the past studies were measured as far as irrefutably the rate or stop time, thus, values 

considered as high may not result in so numerous link progressions which gives false 

impressions 011 the exhibitions vs. the versatility. 

The study likewise displayed a few upgrades to OSPF-MCDS, and also a simulation model of 

OSPF-MCDS and a nonexclusive routing format for the ns-2 test system . The bugs ran across 

in TCL and ns-2 were examined and the project code fixes for these bugs clarified. The study 

has acquainted some new devices with help situation visualizations. The simulation approach 

introduced has made a standard foundation for the comparison of future ad-hoc routing 
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protocols. It is clear from this study that no single protocol is a panacea for all Computer 

network routing needs. The dynamic nature of wireless networks requires certain 

methodologies based on the needed versatility situation. OLSR satisfies its protocol 

specifications on the grounds that it performs well in a very thick network significantly under 

fluctuating load conditions. It gives a high throughput under most conditions, yet at the cost of 

an expanded overhead. 

This work is an endeavor towards an extensive execution evaluation of three commonly utilized 

mobile ad hoc routing protocols (DSR, TORA and AODV). Over the past few years, new 

models have been acquainted with improve the abilities of ad hoc routing protocols. 

Accordingly, ad hoc networking has been getting much attention from the wireless examination 

group. 

The simulation attributes utilized within this examination, that is, bundle conveyance fraction 

and end-to-end deferral are novel in nature, and are extremely important for nitty gritty 

execution evaluation of any networking protocol. We can compress our last conclusion from 

our test comes about as Increase in the thickness of nodes respects an increment in the mean 

End-to-End delay. 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, we will extend our study to multi-cell system. Here, inter-cell interference is 

involved in system evaluation. It follows that in a multi-cell study, to reduce the CSI variation, 

reducing inter-cell interference variation (being an important cause to SINR variation) is of 

interest. Thus, in this chapter, our focus is on mitigating inter-cell interference variations. To 

achieve this purpose, we start with analyzing the possible causes of interference variation. 

Then, we propose possible solutions.  

To be specific, there are three main reasons why the interference coming from neighbouring 

cells varies. 

• Different users are scheduled in different time 

• Fast dynamic scheduling is performed every frame, so the interferers may change from 

time to time. Different interferes may cause different interference. Since we are studying 

a decentralized system, the scheduler in one cell have no information or influence on other 

cells’ scheduling decisions, we expect the scheduling decisions from neighbouring cells 

be as stationary as possible. 

In this sense, we should propose schedulers showing high user coherence. 

• Different power allocation 

Not only the rapid change of interferers can bring about interference variations; even for a fixed 

interferer, its transmission power can also change. For fixed output power allocation, the 

transmission on each chunk is inverse proportional to the number of assigned chunks. In this 

case, schedulers showing high chunk coherence are of interest. However, for systems 

employing bandwidth limited power control, this is not an issue. 

• Rayleigh fading 

The rapid change of fading channels can also cause the interference power vary in time and 

frequency. This part is mainly dependent on the user speed. 

 In a decentralized multi-cell system, base stations can not communicate with each other, 

but this does not mean they cannot be cooperative. Generating smooth interference is a great 

help for neighboring cells making effective interference estimation. Starting from this point, 

we propose some cooperative resource allocation solutions for multi-cell system management. 

Special characteristics of ad hoc networks. It should be a self-configured, self-built and 

distributed routing algorithm. In addition, it should be able to optimize more than one quality 

of service parameter to achieve good network performance. The remaining energy in each node 

across the network should be fairly distributed. 

Huessein and Saadawi (2014) proposed the ant routing algorithm for Mobile Ad-hoc networks 

(ARAMA), which is a biological based routing algorithm. Forward packets are used to collect 

information about the network and backward packets are used to update the routing information 

in the nodes. In ARAMA ants are classified into forward ants and backward ants. A forward 

ant moves in the network searching for the destination using the intermediate node’s probability 
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routing tables and the local heuristic information. The backward ant carries its corresponding 

forward ant’s grade and path’s intermediate nodes identifications. The backward ant is sent 

back following the reverse path of its corresponding forward ant. The Ant-based Distributed 

Route for Ad hoc network (ADRA) algorithm presented by Zheng et al (2014) improves the 

convergence rate of ant-based routing in ad hoc network, reduces the control overhead 

introduced by a large number of ants, solves the congestion problem and the shortcut problem 

quite well, and balances the network load as well as to reduce the end-to-end delay of packet 

transmission. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this thesis work, we studied how different scheduling and power control strategies can affect 

system performance like throughput and coverage in uplink OFDM system. We employed 

system model and simulation tools which can account for channel state information (CSI) 

feedback delay and link adaptation errors. Studied schedulers include Round Robin (RR), 

Proportional Fair in Frequency domain (PFF), Proportional Fair in Time and Frequency domain 

(PFTF) and persistent scheduling.  Two applications of 3GPP uplink power control formula 

which are termed as fixed output power and bandwidth dependent power control are evaluated.  

Simulation results show that PFF scheduler gives the best system throughput performance, and 

can be seen as unaffected by different power allocation strategies. PFTF and PFTF with 

persistent scheduling are highly benefited from bandwidth dependent power control (almost 

equal performance as PFF), when compared to fixed output power. RR scheduler shows the 

worst throughput performance and is unaffected by power allocation schemes. 

With fixed output power, the throughput performance order is PFF > PFTF with persistent > 

PFTF > RR, the differences are remarkable. 

With bandwidth dependent power control, the throughput performance order is PFF > PFTF 

>PFTF with persistent > RR, the differences are marginal. 

RR and PFTF with fixed output power provide worst coverage, while all the other scheduling 

and power allocation combinations exhibit similar coverage performance.   

From a design point of view, we recommend PFF for achieving high system performance, or 

persistent scheduling for reducing transmission overhead and improving performance on large 

variation schedulers. Power control parameters can be adjusted to satisfy different 

requirements. 

Radio resource management is responsible for adapting transmission parameters to ever 

changing channel conditions in Computer communication systems. For radio management 

functions to work there’s a presumption that we could obtain channel state information 

accurately. However, due to some factors such as feedback delay, the channel state information 

can never be ideal. To combat this delay problem and approach as accurate CSI value as 

possible, there are mainly two ways to get there: 

1. Smooth CSI variation in time. 

In this case, CSI value obtained from previous measurement is still valid for future 

transmissions. That is, make the delayed channel state information as valuable as instantaneous 

one. This is what basically we do in the thesis. But of course, there is another alternative to 

cope with the feedback delay of CSI. 

2. Advanced prediction algorithm 

If we can predict future CSI based on previous measurement, we don’t have to worry about the 

CSI variation in that case. This is a very interesting area to be exploited in the future. Computer 

mesh networks are a special case of ad-hoc networks. Since they are easy to setup and maintain, 

and have good scalability, WMNs are potentially a popular Computer-access method for 

hospitals, hotels, and conference centers. This research work studies routing algorithms for 

Computer mesh networks, using diverse routing, which addresses load-balancing and fault-

tolerance problems.  The gateway’s effect on network performance is also discussed. 

Future research is needed to integrate routing and scheduling algorithms and study Computer 

mesh network’s performance. The number of gateways and their placement are also significant 

open problem, with network topology having a great impact on the final results. Particularly, 

in most research works, symmetric traffic is assumed. That is, all the nodes have similar traffic 
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intensity. This is not the case in most applications, where most users’ bandwidth demand is 

small, while a small portion of users have large bulk- or streaming-data transmission.  A 

measurement study on Computer network’s traffic model is needed. 
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